We Need Transit to
Stop the Climate Crisis
Transportation is the leading source of climate pollution in Minnesota.

Without an immediate halt to fossil fuel emissions and early retirement
of internal combustion vehicles and other polluting infrastructure,
our planet—our home—will warm 1.5°C or to even more dangerous
heating levels. Minnesota cannot sufficiently reduce climate pollution
without significantly reducing how much Minnesotans drive. That
requires transit investments.
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We need to reduce driving to achieve climate targets. National experts estimate the US needs a 30%
reduction in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by 2030—even assuming an aggressive electric vehicle (EV) adoption rate—to
follow the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) guidance for averting the worst climate disaster.1 Even
taking EVs into account, Minnesota must cut driving by roughly 20% statewide to hit climate targets2—a reduction consistent
with other states’ research3—while Minneapolis is required to achieve a 38% VMT reduction and Saint Paul 50%.4
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To reduce driving, Minnesota must proactively and dramatically increase transit use. The IPCC
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confirms we need to invest in transit.5 Transit—with supportive shifts to walking and biking—is the only transportation mode
with the capacity to shift enough people away from car travel to meet climate imperatives. To attract significant new
ridership, transit needs to be fast, reliable, frequent, navigable, and must provide comprehensive access to daily needs
and wants.6 This kind of transit service—possible across Minnesota—can happen with serious commitments from the State.

Climate justice requires transit investments. Current transit-dependent Minnesotans—who are

disproportionately people of color, lower income, and essential workers—can only access 0.5-10% of the opportunities
of car drivers in the Twin Cities metro, and less than that elsewhere in Minnesota.7 Cars are crushingly expensive
($9000+ per year), putting car ownership out of reach for many Minnesotans and making ownership an enormous
burden for others.8 Further, cars emit dangerous pollutants that damage the hearts, lungs, and minds of those living
closest to major car infrastructure—again, predominantly people of color and lower income community members.9

Transportation emissions are easier to reduce than other sectors—so Minnesota must reduce
those emissions faster. Agriculture and buildings generate significant climate pollution in Minnesota but reducing

these emissions will be difficult and slow. Our state will need to reduce emissions faster in some sectors—like transportation
and energy—to make up for slower reductions in others.

Minnesota is not meeting its current climate benchmarks and is falling far behind other states.10 Our government is
not meeting its obligation to protect Minnesotans. State leaders must fund transit now to secure a just and sustainable
future for the people and places we love—and for the next generation.11
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Move Minnesota leads the movement for an equitable and sustainable
transportation system that puts people first. We are passionate about
connecting communities, ending the climate crisis, expanding access to
jobs and resources, and improving daily life for Minnesotans of all ages,
races, incomes, and abilities. Learn more at movemn.org.
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